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Art has been in existence since mankind. From cave paintings to modern day society, art has been used as to tell a story, document history and provide a voice when words have become lost. We would not have the knowledge of our past had it not been for art. Medically and psychologically, art is often used for self-expression, to find an inner release and explore the process of creativity through physical and emotional pain and healing. For persons with neurocognitive impairments, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), where memory, judgement, and reasoning are disrupted, art has been able to unlock memories thought to be lost, improve behaviors i.e. agitation, depression, and give insight into what the person may be feeling or thinking. Take for example famed artist, Willem de Kooning, some art experts may argue his brilliance as an artist was not fully recognized until his paintings became more rudimentary and abstract. What many do not know is that de Kooning was in the throes of Alzheimer’s disease during his fame (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Willem de Kooning.

As Alzheimer’s disease (AD) continues to escalate, scientists, healthcare providers and government need to start addressing this epidemic by not only supporting clinical trial research but incorporating the arts as a means of effective treatment. The quick fix is to prescribe an antipsychotic drug to control behaviour and transform these individuals into sedated androids. According to the Alzheimer’s Disease International, every 3 seconds someone in the world develops dementia. The number of people living with dementia, globally, is expected to nearly double every 20 years, reaching 131.5 million people by 2050. As amyloid and tau (the two proteins associated with AD), accumulate in the brain 20 years before noticeable symptoms are observed [1], there is a shift happening in our world where people are living longer with the number of births declining [2]. As older adults are now the largest, fastest growing population in the world, with the human lifespan expected to reach
from 60 years of age and beyond, Alzheimer’s disease is anticipated to accompany this aging wave. The AD statistics aforementioned, it is also expected that by 2050, the world’s population aged 60 years and older is expected to total 2 billion, up from 900 million in 2015. By 2050, there will be almost this many (120 million) living in China alone, and 434 million people in this age group worldwide [3].

Research efforts are underway to find effective treatments to help slow down and stop disease progression. As scientists continue to explore the organic mechanism of AD in the brain, gut and other bodily systems, there remains a missing answer to the question, “What about exploring the organic mechanism of the human spirit?” Science needs art. Leonardo da Vinci stated,

“To develop a complete mind: Study the art of science; study the science of art. Learn how to see. Realize that everything connects to everything else”[4].

Some medical and health care providers are starting to embrace the arts as a form of medicine in treatment not only for persons with AD, but also with other chronic health ailments, psychiatric disorders, and developmental disabilities. Typically, when one is discussing the arts, the right side of the brain tends to come into focus for people as the common belief is that the right side of the brain holds the artistic abilities. However, this is not so much the case as art utilizes both the right and left hemispheres of the brain.

“We don’t tend to have a stronger left- or right-sided brain network. It seems to be determined more by connection by connection,” explained Dr. Jeff Anderson [5] (Figure 2 & 3).

Art therapy specifically has an impact in supporting physicians in the way in which care is being delivered to their patients. Dr. Sunil Iyengar eloquently states why we need more defined research in the arts:

“We all know that there’s a demographic shift in baby boomers and older adults. We’re having higher percentages of them in the population every day. Advances in health care have made greater longevity possible, on average, for most people. With that comes understanding that people are subject to greater health care costs down the road. People in health and medicine are looking for preventive strategies so we’re not simply responding to diseases and conditions as they occur, but rather trying to prevent, or at least, delay them. It’s important not only to understand how the arts can play a role in responding to specific kinds of health conditions but also to think about smart policies and funding apparatus to incentivize creativity and arts participation among older adults - and also younger adults, too, as they age into these demographics [6].

Art therapy is a master’s and Doctorate level degree study of interest in the United States that is recognized in accredited universities and colleges that paves the way for an art therapist to become a registered, board certified, credentialed professional by the American Art Therapy Credentials Board [7]. In addition to the United States, other countries provide the same level of education and accreditation through their own boards. Art therapy is a mental health profession that uses the creative process of art making to improve and enhance the physical, mental and emotional well-being of individuals of all ages. It is based on the belief that the creative process involved in artistic self-expression helps people to resolve conflicts and problems, develop interpersonal skills, manage behavior, reduce stress, increase self-esteem and self-awareness, and achieve insight [8]. Some of the benefits that art therapy provide includes: offering a safe place for self-expression, providing a sense of well-being, learning effective coping strategies while experiencing life transitions, eliciting one’s strengths and personal empowerment, providing further insight into thoughts and emotions for both the participant and the healthcare team, giving back a sense of control and autonomy to the participant, assessing further problematic areas i.e. illness and insight into emotional, physical discomforts as well as determining discharge readiness that may go unrecognized. Because of the insights and healing mechanism that art therapy provides for patients, art therapy is becoming a mainstream profession found in hospital systems, psychiatric clinics, substance abuse centers, day centers, educational institutions, homeless shelters, prisons, residential care facilities and other community-based organizations.

Along with art therapy, mindfulness practice becomes a complementary component as the two modalities go hand-in-hand. Mindfulness is the capacity to pay attention, nonjudgmentally, to the present moment. It is living in the moment, experiencing one’s emotions and senses fully, yet with perspective [9]. Research validates that when engaging in creativity there are changes in brain functioning linked to a mindfulness approach that helps to: lower blood pressure [10], provide distractions from chronic pain,
The art therapist working with an individual or group is able to be an advocate for them by working with their healthcare providers. The art therapist can validate that these individuals are human, and they have thoughts, feelings and insight into their self, and world around them [15].

A woman in the advanced stages of AD was new to her residential care facility, and she was brought to my art therapy group to see if she would engage. As she was new to me, I welcomed her to the session and encouraged her to just have fun and paint whatever came to her mind, something that perhaps felt good to think about. She was reserved at first and repeated that she is not an artist and did not think she could paint. She sat for a moment as she watched the others painting, and as if she was in deep thought [16], she picked up the paintbrush and began to paint. The mindfulness approach took effect as she was in the present moment, focused on her art without distraction, and was fully concentrated on her work. Upon completion I processed with her, “Tell me about this beautiful art.” She threw her hands over her artwork and said, “It’s not good. It’s no good, it looks silly.” With assurance and a promise that her artwork was good and not silly, I validated that I would love to hear about it. She took her hands off it and sheepishly giggled, “I’m not an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of. This is my family. My mother is here (upper left of page), my father is here (left of page in red), and I’m here (bottom right next to father). I painted myself as an artist, but this is what I was thinking of.
to all look the same, no meaning behind it, and may be seen as a pastime [18]. As art therapy differs, it is encouraged for healthcare professionals to seek out these specialists and allow their residents to have an outlet for self-expression. After all, we are human beings having a human experience and dementia does not take away from the soul [19,20].
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